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Electro-Static Air Cleaner for Clean Rooms and high Dust Working Area 

 

 

 SPECIFICATIONS       APPLICATION 

      Parameters KEA – 30 

Air flow capacity CMH 1700 . 
Power consumption watt  200 
Electrical input                   230V 1ph 50Hz 
Overall dimensions mm  
Length  X Width X Height 850 X 550 X 1260 
Weight Kg 130 
Ionising Voltage 12 KV DC 
Collection Voltage          : 6 KV DC 
Insulation Resistance 
Of Stack Assembly 

More than 
200 M.Ohm 

  
Electrical input                  230V, 1ph, 50Hz 

1100 Watts 
Prefilters HDPE 
Activated filters Post filter 
 Noise level@ one m 65 dB 
OPTIONAL  
Acessories. 

Negative ionizer 
-  Dust load meter  
- Ultra Violet Tube 

CONSTRUCTION 

 

Main frame is MS CRCA 
painted stoving enamel 
liquid/powder coated 
shade Broken white/Dark 
Brown or White/Blue. 
Rubber/Nylon Tyre castor 
wheels 

 
Applications Areas 
 Hospitals    * Optical Environment.  *Bar And Restaurant 
 Pharmaceuticals  * Dusty Environment.   *Libraries  
 Electro-Mechanics * Corrosion Preventive Area  * Computer Room 
 Museum   * Chemical environment   

ELECTRO STATIC CLEANER 
 
In an working Environment, particular in Industrial and commercial 
establishment, computer facility, telephone exchange, precision shops, 
suspended particles matters like dust, pollen, smoke need to be eliminate 
in order to achieve High Performance by Men And Machine. 
 
The electrostatic Cleaner is the most effective solution to these problems 
as it improves clean air for all application by reaching interior air, while 
saving energy cost. IT purifies air without exhausting heated or cool air. 
 
KEA-30 ELECTROSTATIC AIR CLEANERS are used for air contamination 
control and for making the area dust free 
 

Large amount of dust is generated at any working 
places. This dust creates suffocation, breathing 
problem & lung infection, people/employee may 
get asthmatic attack, also it reduces working 
capacity of employee.. 

In vaults employee & customers can not breath 
properly, due to very much suffocation & odors 
generated due to storage of ledger books & files & 
due to lack of ventilation exhausting heated or 
cool air. 

These problems exist in spite of air conditioning 
facility which has filtration of higher size particle 
however lower size particles need to be removed. 
This is possible only with electrostatic cleaners or 
HEPA filters. But latter are expensive considering 
frequent replacement costs of HEPA filters 

If contaminated air is thrown out through exhaust 
then it increases power consumption cost 

KEA-30 ELECTROSTATIC AIR CLEANERS have 
perfect solution for these problems and used for 
air contamination control and for making the area 
dust free. 


